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About This Game

Bimonia is one of the last Birdlings alive on this earth. The Birdlings see humans as sworn enemies, and Bimonia has been
taught to kill on sight.

One day, Bimonia meets Tayo, a human child hunting in the forest. Bimonia fails to kill Tayo, and they instead become friends.
Mother will be furious if she finds out, or worse, this relationship may cause tension between the two species to erupt.

The Last Birdling explores Bimonia and Tayo's fight for their friendship as the world threatens to tear them apart.

* * *
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Unhack, the first game created under the InvertMouse name, was produced in 2012. That means The Last Birdling happens to be
my fifth anniversary project. This game is a culmination of all the lessons I have learned through the past five years. Now, I

would like to share with you several features available in The Last Birdling:

Dual perspectives:

The Last Birdling alternates between Bimonia and Tayo's perspectives. Follow their journeys from childhood to adolescence as
they struggle to maintain their friendship against all odds.

Multiple endings:
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There are 21 decisions to make throughout Bimonia and Tayo's journeys. Depending on their resolve, this story will conclude in
one of five ways. Use the progress tracker to determine how to obtain every ending.

Glossary:
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Dive into The Last Birdling's lore through the glossary page. Throughout your journey, you will find links that take you to
relevant entries.

* * *

Thank you! I hope you will find the experience worthwhile.
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the last birdling download. the last birdling. the last birdling invert mouse

Really fun game when played with friends. Even when I was alone I played killer and enjoyed the crap out of it. Despite the
"occasional" faulty hitboxes and 2-3 people lobbies, the game managed to stay fun. The community has been friendly (this far)
and i managed to make some friends.
Some things you should expect if you are willing to buy this game:
-facecamping or tunneling (rarely)
-bs random hits
-bad ranked matchmaking
-pallets
-bs random hits
-and finally bs random hits
9\/10, would be a 10\/10 if you fix hitboxes and matchmaking.. haha not bad for the time C-. I love a good Mindf*ck and this
game gave me a good railing.

The game is dark, foreboding, twisted, and delightful. It is an escape the room but with a twist: You are insane. Or are you? Is
this real? Am I still playing a game? I'm still waiting for the bunny to tell me.

This game is a wonderful adventure at a very reasonable price.

I would love to see more games play mind games in VR, and I highly recommend this one. The story, music, and overall polish
really makes the game feel like the Dev took the time to make the game a personal endeavor. One thing I love about VR is the
way it makes you experience things rather than just sit on the sidelines. This game does a fantastic job of pulling you into your
own paranoia.

Pros: Fantastic atmosphere and challenging puzzles

Cons: The Second Puzzle and scary Dobermans.
. Loved the game, I had a quick playthrough
I finished the story line, although the level design was a little confusing overall the graphics and story kept me entertained. I
likely be playing again to see if I can beat my record on speed.. Pros:
+It's pretty
+It's fairly relaxing
+It's cheap af (if you buy it on sale, which is the only time you should even consider buying it)
+Trading cards

Cons:
-The game is SHORT (a casual player will be able to 100% the game in about 30 minutes)
-No achievements, so it's terrible length isn't even justifiable for an easy 100%
-The physics are weird (as others have said, you can make the same move a hundred times and get a different outcome
each time). The game feels like it's 60% skill, 40% luck.. which makes it feel unrewarding.
-The game doesn't track your completion stats (so, if you wanted to try and complete every one of the 75 levels in a
single move.. you've got no way of proving you did that ~ because the game just shows what levels you've unlocked, and
nothing else)
-Absolutely no replay value - once you beat all the levels, all you'll want to do is leave the window open until any
remaining trading cards you haven't picked up yet pop, and after that you'll never play it again.

Overall, not something I can really recommend. If they added achievements, I'd probably recommend the game as an
easy 100%, but the game itself is a resounding meh. Not the worst thing I've ever played, it's even mildly enjoyable for
a single sitting, but it's very forgettable. 3\/10. Ooohhhh. I love this game. Brilliant stuff.

SHATTER is a block-breaker game that bends the usual formula, with such things as rounded levels, being able to
sway the ball with air, and shooting a deadly beam of glass-like energy. Did I mention boss battles? Yeah.

One of the big selling point is SHATTER's delectable soundtrack. Mmmm. It's very much a tasty experience for the
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ears, and the unique art style makes it a pleasing game to sit down and mellow out too. That is, until the giant squid
made of blocks comes to try and stretch you a new one.

Yeah, I'd say buy it. It's short, and you may not find MUCH replayability, but it's a clever little game that's worth a
play, if for the soundtrack alone.. Worst game design
Unnecessary complexity in the form of an angel
Maybe only a weapon saved it dls
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not worth the cost. a free to play game that feal's like golden sun. the questing system is solid sortof on the line's of wow though
were it's mostly click click click what am I soposed to do again, all in all great game and is very nestalgic.
. Unclear plot. Trapped in certain endings easily. Apparently lying is how you get the girl. I like VNs but not my cup of tea..
PLEASE I WANT MY CD KEY .... 4 maps for 5\u20ac... 10 minutes of gameplay at max for each map... not even lvl 100
maps.... It’s a great game but it’s not worth the price.
6/10. 'Cause I'm so bored with Kawai VN games, this game is definitely the one I'm look for. The artwork is well designed and
music is very beautiful. Though it's a lovely and dedicate game, the English subtiles and the clue function were a little confusing
for me, which made the gameplay less fun. If there is another update or a new DLC to release, I hope it will make the game
better.. Ziro should have been called ZERO...for zero fun.
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